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significantly reduce synonyms 221 words and phrases for Apr 19 2024 221 other terms
for significantly reduce words and phrases with similar meaning another way to say
significantly reduce synonyms for significantly reduce other words and phrases for
significantly reduce
to significantly reduce english examples in context ludwig Mar 18 2024 high
quality example sentences with to significantly reduce in context from reliable sources
ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english
reduce significantly definition and meaning collins english Feb 17 2024 verb if
you reduce something you make it smaller in size or amount or less in degree see full
entry for reduce collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins
publishers definition of significant significant sɪgnɪfɪkənt adjective usually adjective
noun
significantly to reduce synonyms 21 words and phrases for Jan 16 2024
significantly to reduce synonyms 21 words and phrases for significantly to reduce
considerably reduce greatly reduce lead to a significant reduction marked reduction
reduce considerably reduce significantly reduced significantly significant decline
significant decrease significant drop significant reductions significantly cut
significantly reduce in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms Dec 15 2023 what s the
definition of significantly reduce in thesaurus most related words phrases with
sentence examples define significantly reduce meaning and usage
significantly reducing synonyms 121 words and phrases for Nov 14 2023
significantly reduce substantial reduction substantially reduced substantially reducing
been significantly reduced by slashing considerable decline considerable drop
considerable reduction considerably decreasing considerably diminishing considerably
reduces considerably reducing decreased significantly dramatically diminishing
the race to zero emissions and why the world depends on it Oct 13 2023 reducing
emissions is extremely important to get to net zero we also need to find ways to
remove carbon from the atmosphere here again solutions are at hand the most
important have existed
significantly lower synonyms 140 words and phrases for Sep 12 2023 adj substantially
lower adj far lesser adj significantly weaker adj considerably smaller adj appreciably
lower adj considerably shorter adj essentially smaller adj much lesser adj notably lower
adj noticeably lower adj
reduce verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 11 2023 reduce
transitive intransitive to make something less or smaller in size quantity price etc to
become less or smaller in size quantity etc reduce something reduce speed now on a
sign giving up smoking reduces the risk of heart disease
benefits of renewable energy use union of concerned scientists Jul 10 2023 increasing
the supply of renewable energy would allow us to replace carbon intensive energy
sources and significantly reduce us global warming emissions
lifestyle strategies for risk factor reduction prevention Jun 09 2023 regular
physical activity sound nutrition weight management and not smoking cigarettes have
all been demonstrated to significantly reduce the risk of cvd in 2 large cohort studies a
reduction of risk of cvd of 80 and diabetes 90 were demonstrated in individuals who
followed a cluster of these lifestyle practices
basic information pathogen equivalency committee us epa May 08 2023
introduction what is the pathogen equivalency committee what are processes to
further reduce pathogens pfrps and processes to significantly reduce pathogens psrps
i have developed or have an idea for a new treatment process and would like to get
equivalency how do i get started
grammaticality in context to reduce or to reducing Apr 07 2023 to reduce or to
reducing ask question asked 3 years 5 months ago modified 3 years 5 months ago
viewed 764 times 1 grammarly indicates that something may be wrong writing just to
reduce however when replaced by to reducing is marked completely wrong
un resolution pledges to plastic reduction by 2030 bbc Mar 06 2023 one
hundred and seventy countries have pledged to significantly reduce the use of plastics
by 2030 after five days of talks at the un environment assembly in nairobi a non
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fda commits to evidence based actions aimed at saving lives Feb 05 2023 april
29 2021 español today the u s food and drug administration announced it is
committing to advancing two tobacco product standards to significantly reduce
disease and death from using
reduce synonyms 119 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 04 2023 synonyms for
reduce demote degrade downgrade dismiss bust can sack break antonyms of reduce
promote raise advance elevate hire increase expand augment
exclusive us regulators expected to significantly reduce Dec 03 2022 washington
march 6 reuters u s regulators are expected to significantly reduce the extra capital
banks must hold under a proposed rule that has drawn aggressive pushback from wall
street
mindfulness meditation a research proven way to reduce stress Nov 02 2022
by lowering the stress response mindfulness may have downstream effects throughout
the body psychological scientists have found that mindfulness influences two different
stress pathways in the brain changing brain structures and activity in regions
associated with attention and emotion regulation
18 effective stress relief strategies verywell mind Oct 01 2022 18 effective stress relief
strategies how to relieve stress now and in the future by elizabeth scott phd updated
on september 13 2023 medically reviewed by rachel goldman phd ftos table of
contents short term strategies long term strategies problem focused coping verywell
joshua seong
certain vegetarian diets significantly reduce risk of cancer Aug 31 2022 eating
a vegan vegetarian or lacto ovo vegetarian diet significantly reduces the overall risk of
developing cancer heart disease and dying early from cardiovascular disease
according to a new
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